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Abstract

Successful industrialization helps create employment as it releases labour from agriculture directly and by stimulating the development of modern services. Industrial development has recently taken centre stage in the policy debate in the United Republic of Tanzania. The adoption of the Long Term Perspective Plan (2011/12-2025/26), which advocates for industry to propel the socio-economic transformation envisioned in the TDV 2025, and the Integrated Industrial Development Strategy (2011-2025). The Vision 2025 formulated in 1999 aims at propelling Tanzania from low-income economy to a middle-income economy with a high level of human development, whose economy is diversified and semi-industrialized. The idea is that manufacturing needs to contribute 40% of the GDP and generate 40% of all new jobs by 2020. As a way to reach this, the current President in Tanzania, when addressing the new Parliament at the end of 2015, talked of industrialization as key priority of the government during his term of office. For any industrialization to take place innovation is vital. In order to have good innovators, though, stimulation in innovation through the education system is needed. However, the level at which this is articulated in the different curricula is not clear. This paper analyses the extent to which the curriculum for higher learning institutions integrates contemporary development issues and innovation elements. The paper takes as case one of a Development Finance and Investment Planning Programme in the Planning Institute in Tanzania. The Department deals with, among other issues, investment planning. The Department is selected because industrialization is a matter of investment. The curriculum review through content analysis has shown that there is little considerations about development and innovation, facts that can jeopardize industrialization. The paper recommends that the curriculum is revised introducing contemporary development issues and innovation elements.
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Introduction

In recent years, many African countries Tanzania inclusive have demonstrated renewed commitment to transform their economies both socially and economically from agrarian societies into semi industrialized societies so as to shift from low income countries to middle income countries. For any industrialization to take place innovation is vital. In order to have good innovators, though, stimulation in innovation through the education system is needed. However, the level at which this is articulated in the different curricula is not clear. This paper presents the extent to which the curriculum for higher learning institutions integrates innovation and development elements.

This paper begins with a section that presents a link between industrialization and development. This is a crucial section because it theoretically shows that development, at least the modern one, has occurred through industrialization. In the third section, the paper presents an overview of industrialization. The section aims at showing how far Tanzania is in terms of industrialization, clearly pointing out that there is dire need for more industrialization in order to become a middle income country.
In the third section, the paper deals with the methodology that has been used to collect empirical information. Basically, with the case study of a Department in a Planning institute, the paper makes use of content analysis to establish the level of integration of innovation elements in the curriculum. Innovation is taken from Schumpeter’s (1934) theoretical lenses. The fifth section presents the results of the empirical study, followed by another section on the conclusion and recommendations. In the final section, the sixth one, the paper winds up with some suggestions for further study in order to make innovation central in the curriculum for higher learning institutions in order to enhance industrialization.

**Industrialization and development**

Industrialization is associated with economic development and has been a hallmark of modernization and national economic power (Brundtland, 2007). Industrialization forms a major objective of the development strategy and government policy for most countries and it is not surprising too that most developing nations have made industrialization a nation priority (Mohammed et. al., 2014), as hardly have any countries developed without industrialization. Industrialization is necessary for development, through industrialization; developing nations like Tanzania are able to realize high economic development like that of the development nations. Szirmai (2009) argues that the sector that uses more intensively machinery and industrial equipment in the production of both consumption and intermediate goods is the leading sectors in the creation and diffusion of technical progress for the whole economy.

Successful industrialization helps create the employment that economies like Tanzania need as they release labour from agriculture, both directly and indirectly by stimulating the development of modern services (Wangwe S. M., et al., 2004). As countries industrialize, workers are pulled out of low productivity agriculture to manufacturing, leading to an increase in overall productivity in the economy as well as an increase in the share of workers employed in better paid jobs in manufacturing as compared to the subsistence income they may obtain in agriculture (Prema C. A., 2015). It is for this reason that industrialization remains the most powerful engine of structural change and modernization. Industrialization of Tanzania is becoming an imperative to support the path of sustainable development characterized by social inclusions and innovation. The main rational for strengthening the Tanzania industrial sector is embedded in the fact that industrialization is the locus of significant innovation that in turn provide opportunities for growth in the rest of the sectors. Even though its share of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is still small, the sector is still the engine for modern economy.

**Overview of industrialization in tanzania**

The idea of industrializing in Tanzania did not start yesterday. Industrialization was and has been on the main agenda of the first phase government and has remained so to date (Uledi A et al, 2014). The history of industrialization can be traced as far back as the independence. At independence, Tanzania had a very low level of industrialization and was the least industrialized in East African Common Market Partners (Kwan S. Kim, 1986). At that time, they were only 220 industrial establishment in Tanzania employing at least 10 persons each with fixed assets not exceeding TSh200, 000=/. Total employment was about 20,000 persons contributing only 4% to GDP (Skarstein and Wangwe 1986).

The first serious attempt for Tanzania to influence development of the industrial sector began in the mid1970s, when the country formulated its first industrial policy. This was a 20 year (1975-1995) perspective Basic industrialization strategy (BIS) adopted in 1975 (Wange et al, 2004). The strategy had several goals to achieve that was;

- Industrial growth, structural change, employment generation, increased equity, income distribution, increased equity of regional development and workers participation in industry and self reliance.
- The strategy emphasized three things that is 1) investments of industries geared towards meeting basic consumer needs; 2 Small scale industries that were to offer employment and
income generation opportunities and lastly, 3 investments in producer (capital goods) that were assumed to have potential in creating linkages and hence transforming structural transformation (ibid).

The BIS however due to unsatisfactory performance as a result of the mainly serious economic crisis caused by internal constraints and external shocks, was later replaced by Sustainable Industrial Development Policy (SIDP) covering the period of 1996-2020 (URT, 1996). The SIDP was launched during the second half of the 1990’s with the purpose of accomplishing the government decision to phase out its involvement in direct investment in productive activities and letting the private sector to become the main player in the economy. SIDP gives priority to employment creation, economic transformation and equitable development and seeks to strike a balance between import substitution and export orientation. SIDP was to be implemented in three phases that is (1996-2000) a phase for rehabilitating and consolidating industrial capacities. Phase one emphasized initiating production of intermediate goods and light capital, phase two (2000-2010) was to generate new capacities in areas with potential for creating competitive advantage through the use of efficient technology and learning process and phase three (2010-20) was to achieve major investments in basic capital industries to ensure consolidation of the industrial structures developed in phase one and two.

Within the same period, Tanzania in 1999 adopted the Tanzania Development Vision 2025. The vision emphasized the role of the industrial sector in the development process of the country. The Tanzania Development Vision (TDV) 2025 (URT,2005a) sets out the new policy framework for the transformation of Tanzania from a least developed country to a middle income country by 2025 through making a shift from agriculture as the main stay of the economy to a semi industrialized economy. In the struggle to achieve the TDV, other strategies were introduced too to help in the realization of the vision including the Long Term Perspective Plan 2011/12 to 2025 (URT, 2010a) with three five year plans. The first Five Year Development Plan (2011/12-2015/16) (URT, 2010b) emphasized industrial development as the foundation for export-led growth; the Export Processing Zones (EPZ) initiated by the Export processing Zones Act (2002) and institutionalized through the Export Processing Zones Authority (EPZA) in 2006. The aim of the EPZs was to attract investment for export-led industrialization in order to increase foreign exchange earnings and employment and to promote domestic processing through adding value to local raw materials. Later the Tanzania Mini-Tiger Plan 2020 (URT, 2005b) was introduced in 2005 to support the implementation of TDV 2025 to replicate the successful development of the manufacturing sector achieved by the Asian tiger’s in Tanzania. TDV 2015 is also supported by a number of other policy documents including the Small and Medium Enterprise Development policy 2003 (URT, 2003a), the National Trade Policy 2003 (URT. 2003b). Lastly, the most recent initiative to promote the achievement of TDV 2025 was the Integrated Industrial Development Strategy (URT, 2013).

As a way to reach Tanzania Development Vision 2025, the current President in Tanzania, when addressing the new Parliament at the end of 2015, talked of industrialization as key priority of the government during his term of office. The idea is that manufacturing needs to contribute 40% of the GDP and generate 40% of all new jobs by 2020. For any industrialization to take place innovation is vital. There is a need therefore to realize that the solution of the past decades based on the old economy paradigm of efficient resource accumulation may not be a solution to industrialization. Instead, intangible assets like human resources and intellectual capital are better than traditional assets such as land as the dominant drivers of industrial growth. In order to create an innovative –industrial driven economy, education is key to economic development and important to developing an innovation-driven economy. It is therefore important for Tanzania to leverage on the strategic role of innovation as a means of generating new business ideas that in turn will lead to greater success in industrial development and hence lead to achievement of the 2025 vision as continuously emphasized by the president. In order to achieve this, the education system more especially at
the higher education needs to create people who are innovative enough for industrialization to happen. In other words, the curriculum design for higher learning institutions must fit country’s needs of industrialization. Higher education needs to prepare human resources of the future with skills and knowhow that are needed to plan and manage industries. In order to strengthen industrialization, it is necessary to integrate development issues and innovation elements in the whole education system more especially in the higher education curricula. The innovation process in education should address contents, methodologies, resources and competences. However, the level at which this is articulated in the different curricula is not clear. This paper analyses the extent to which the curricula for higher learning institutions integrates development issues and innovation elements.

Material and methods

The study has been conducted at the Institute of Rural Development Planning (IRDP) more specifically in the Department of Development Finance and Management Studies. IRDP was established in 1979 by the Act of Parliament No.8 of 1980 as a body corporate, it was to be an important centre for providing training of professional personnel of various cadres to meet the planning and plan implementation requirements at different spatial levels.

IRDP is a public institution established to provide training, research and consultancy in the field of rural development planning. Currently, the institute has four academic department offering various programmes as follows: The Department of Regional Development Planning has the following programmes (1) Certificate in Rural Development Planning, (2) Diploma in Development Planning, (3) Bachelor Degree in Regional Development Planning, Bachelor Degree in Development Economics; Postgraduate Diploma in Project Planning and Management and Master Degree in Development Economics; Department of Environmental Planning and Management with three programmes including Bachelor Degree in Environmental Planning and Management, Bachelor Degree in Urban Planning and Postgraduate Diploma in Environmental Planning and Management and Master Degree in Environmental Planning and Management; Department of Population Planning with four programmes including Certificate in Planning and Community Development, Diploma in Planning and Community Development, Bachelor Degree in Planning and Community Development and Bachelor Degree in Population Development Planning and lastly, the Department of Development Finance and Management Studies with four active programmes including Certificate in Development Administration, Diploma in Development Administration, Bachelor Degree in Development Finance and Investment Planning and Bachelor Degree in Human Resource Planning and Management. All the eighteen programmes are accredited by the National Council for Technical Education (NACTE) which has accreditation mandate for all non university higher learning institutions in the country.

From the four departments, the department of Development Finance and Management Studies was purposively selected as it has something directly to do with innovation that is investment, the Development Finance and Investment Planning Programme. The Department was established in 2007 and approved by the Institute’s Board in the same year. The Department started to offer its first long-term programme, Bachelor Degree in Development Finance and Investment Planning (BDFIP), in 2008/2009 and later three more programmes were introduced. The Department was born out of the sheer need of the Institute to expand and reach out many clients in its noble goal of contributing to the implementation of national development plans for economic and social development of the people of Tanzania and other developing countries. Mainly, the study concentrates on the department of development finance and investment planning. In order to analyze the extent to which the curricula integrates innovation elements.

The data was analyzed through the use of content analysis. All the courses taught in the program and their respective topics were listed. Then, there was matching of the development and innovation elements with the courses and topics within the courses. The results are provided in terms of frequencies and percentages, in both tables and graphs.
Content analysis was guided by the elements of development and innovation. With regard to development, a publication “Understanding Development”, by Paul Hopper (2012) was instrumental. This is a relatively recent publication, which operationalises development in terms of practical issues. In this publication, there are critical debates about development in the contemporary world, which are, actually, key topics of development drawn from a wide range of case studies across the globe. These issues are, namely:

1. Health
2. Population growth
3. Conflict
4. Security
5. Inequality
6. Poverty
7. Trade
8. Gender
9. Education
10. Aid
11. Debt
12. Sustainability
13. Environment

Understanding Development assisted in finding out the extent to which development is reflected in the modules and the content of the curriculum in the Department.

With regard to innovation, Joseph Schumpeter (1934), who used the concept of “creative destruction” and “new combinations”, was very useful. He looks at innovation as creativity and identifies the following key elements in innovation:

1. Production
2. Invention
3. Market
4. Raw materials
5. Goods
6. Change

The main objective was to analyze the extent to which this kind of Schumpeterian innovation is reflected in the modules taught and the content too.

**Results and discussions**

The results provided are subdivided into two. The first part has to do with the extent to which development elements are incorporated in the curriculum. The second part deals with the extent to which innovation is incorporated in the curriculum.

**Development in the curriculum**

According to Hopper (2012), the critical debates in development are Health, Population growth, Conflict, Security, Inequality, Poverty, Trade, Gender, Education, Aid, Debt, Sustainability, Environment. When the courses at the higher learning institution are observed in terms of directly addressing these issues, it is found out that out of the 45 courses taught in the Development Finance and Investment Planning Programme, not even one course has direct reference to the issues raised by Hopper (2012).

However, when observations are made with respect to the topics in these courses, it is observed that of the 158 topics, there are 63 (40%) topics that refer to the development issues as established by Hopper (2012). The presence of the development issues in the topics of the courses in the Development Finance and Investment Planning Programme are provided in Table 1 below:
Table 1. Development Issues in the topics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development issues</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population growth</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inequality</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poverty</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aid</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Curriculum of Planning Institute)

Figuratively, the above data can be shown in this Figure 1:

Figure 1: Development issues in the topics
(Source: Curriculum of Planning Institute)

As it can be observed from Table 1 and Figure 1, of the 40% presence of the topics related to Development, Trade (46%) is the most frequent topic in the Program, followed by Inequality (16%) and Poverty (11%). The others are below 10% (Sustainability, environment, aid, education, security, and conflict) and more others not even present (debt, gender, population growth, and health). If industrialization has to bring development, it is in terms of enhancing trade, and this trade has to reduce inequalities and poverty (UN, 2015).

The less percentage in sustainability, environment, security and conflict issues, as well as the complete absence of gender aspects, are against common conventional literature about development: development has to happen in a conducive context of sustainable development (UNGA 1987). Sustainable development, in reference to taking care of the environment is
referred to as “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (United Nations General Assembly, 1987: 43). Development has to come out in a social environment that is free of conflict and full of security and peace (McCandless & Karbo 2011). Moreover, gender issues are part and parcel of the development agenda (World Bank 2011).

**Innovation in the curriculum**

According to Schumpeter (1934), innovation has to deal with the aspects of production, invention, market, raw materials, goods, and change. When the courses at the higher learning institution are observed in terms of directly addressing these issues, it is found out that 4 (9%) out of the 45 courses taught in the Development Finance and Investment Planning Programme have direct reference to the elements raised by Schumpeter (1934). These courses are namely: Principles of Marketing and Financial Markets and Institutions for the element of Marketing; Entrepreneurship and Small Business Management for the element of Invention and; Industrial Development Planning for the element of Production.

However, when observations are made with respect to the topics in these courses, it is found out that of the 158 topics, there are 47 (28%) topics that refer to the innovation elements as established by Schumpeter (1934). The presence of the innovation elements in the topics of the courses in the Development Finance and Investment Planning Programme are provided in Table 2 below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Innovation elements</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Production</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invention</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw materials</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goods</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Curriculum of Planning Institute)

Figuratively, the above data can be shown in this Figure 2:

**Innovation elements in the Topics**

![Figure 2: Innovation issues in the topic](image)

As it can be observed from Table 2 and Figure 2, of the 28% presence of the topics related to innovation, Production (57%) is the most frequent topic in the Program, followed by Invention (19%) and Market (11%); change has got 9%, while Goods, and Raw materials...
have each 2%. The importance of production, invention, market, and change is clearly stated in the Industrial Development Report 2016 by the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO 2015) whereby the issue of technology and innovation in inclusive and sustainable industrial development is give prominence. Much as goods and raw materials receive less attention, they are very important for industrialization (UNIDO 2015).

**Conclusion and recommendation**

**Summary of findings**

Before I make a conclusion, let me first summarise the key findings.

Out of the 45 courses taught in the Development Finance and Investment Planning Programme, not even one course has direct reference to the development issues in our contemporary society.

Only 63 (40%) of the 158 topics in the Development Finance and Investment Planning Programme refer to the contemporary development issues.

Of the topics referring to contemporary development, the most frequent topic is Trade (46%).

Contemporary topics such as debt, gender, population growth, and health have no reference at all in the topics.

Out of the 45 courses taught in the Development Finance and Investment Planning Programme, 4 (9%) have direct reference to the elements of innovation.

Only 47 (28%) of the 158 topics refer to the innovation elements.

Of the topics referring to innovation, Production (57%) is the most frequent topic in the Program.

Goods and Raw materials have the least reference (each 2

**Conclusion**

The imminent conclusion from these findings is that the Development Finance and Investment Planning Programme is not viable enough to spearhead the desired industrialization for development process. There is little training in the field of education and innovation. This leads to less insights with regard to how industrialization, that basically needs innovation, can link up with the general processes of development in Tanzania.

**Recommendations**

The following are general recommendations that could be applied to any program that needs to address industrialization for development purposes in Tanzania:

The programs need to have clearly articulated courses that have as core the development issues raised in contemporary society. There is need for flexibility in the curriculum: as it might be difficult incorporating development issues as these evolve very fast, then the curriculum should provide room for incorporation of new development issues whenever they arise.

Similarly, the programs need to have clearly articulated courses that have as core the innovation elements.

One final recommendation is that the development issues and the innovation elements are broken down into teachable topics in the programs with the objective of promoting development through industrialization.

**Future prospects for research**

This paper has based itself on two theoretical assumptions that innovation leads industrialization, on the one hand, and that industrialization leads to development. Further study could test these assumptions by trying to respond to the following questions:

To what extent does innovation lead to industrialization?
To what extent does industrialization lead to development?
To what extent the curricula of other higher learning institution integrate industrialization.
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